
REAL YOU
10 Things To Do In 10 Minutes Or Less For A 

REBOOT
What is a Real You Reboot?

A REAL YOU REBOOT is something you can do in 10
minutes OR LESS to quickly de-stress and change

the bad hormones that are racing around your
body into the good hormones that repair your

body and recharge your energy. They help you to
think more creatively and to stop the negative,

unproductive habits that we can get caught up in
even when we know they aren’t helpful.

™

60 seconds of deep breathing

Do something mindfully

Take a 10 minute break

3 minutes of gratitude 

A few rounds of tapping

5-10 minutes of meditation

List everything you are tolerating, choose 1
to resolve

List everything you could say NO to, choose
one thing then do it

Go for a walk outdoors

Watch a funny or motivating YouTube video

"Be On
Fire Not

Burnt
Out"

Use this infographic as a reminder, for full details read the accompanying
ebook

-Asha Croggon
www.RealYouReboot.com



Women and Employment

Are you comparing
yourself t o women
from a different
generation and

worrying about the
the things you

think you "should "
be doing?

The Amount of Unpaid Work Undertake By Women Compared To Men

Women spend
258 minutes per
day on unpaid

work0
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Men spend
141 minutes per
day on unpaid

work

“It doesn’t matter who you are, or where you came from. The
ability to triumph begins with you. Always.” ~Oprah Winfrey

  “The most common way people give up their power is by thinking
they don’t have any.” ~Alice Walker  

“Courage is like a muscle. We strengthen it with use.” 
~Ruth Gordon  

“There came a time when the risk to remain tight in the bud was
more painful than the risk it took to blossom.” ~Anais Nin  

“You may be disappointed if you fail, but you are doomed if you
don’t try.” ~Beverly Sills  


